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Religious killing has its origins in human sacrifice, that was ostensibly ended when the Hebrew

god prevented Abraham from killing his son Isaac, directing him instead to sacrifice livestock to

appease the divine hunger. Codified as the Sixth Commandment, the injunction to not kill other

humans has nevertheless been effectively nullified in the orthodox Judaeo-Christian tradition.

Examining how this occurred, the author uses the analogy of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde to

illustrate how freely-chosen beliefs and socially-conditioned dogmas are jumbled together in

religious doctrine, such that they "wear the same clothes and live in the same house, but

pursue entirely opposite goals -- healing versus murder." Modern media is indicted as the

prime source of Christian America's dedication to militarism, that has promoted our

unprovoked attack on Iraq as a virtuous undertaking. By repeatedly seeing murder presented

as a positive act in movies and on television, Christians have been conditioned to embrace

killing other people as a virtue, and thus continue to practice human sacrifice, while believing

they worship a merciful god.



Beliefs vs. Dogmas: The Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde of Religious FaithCharles CarreonA hot chick I

knew in the seventies had a bumpersticker that said, “Sorry my karma ran over your dogma.”

Would that it were often so. Rather, it seems to be the reverse. Suffering the karma of having

others inflict their dogma on the rest of us is far more common. Examples are not hard to find,

from Iraq to Auschwitz, from Hernan Cortez to Mao Tse Dong, people with iron-hard beliefs

have split skulls to make their points. Superstitious Christians have celebrated their faith on

repeat occasions by killing their neighbors. Witch trials, tortures and executions arise from

prayerful motives. Witch-killing is just a form of human sacrifice with a different

justification.Lucretius, the groundbreaking Roman materialist philosopher, evoked the spectre

of ritual sacrifice when he explained his preference for reason over religion in the introduction

to “On The Nature of the Universe,” evoking the image of Iphigenia, the royal princess

sacrificed by her father Agamemnon to secure a favorable wind for the fleet sailing to lay siege

to Troy:
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Philip S. Rosemond, “A great and historically accurate book.. Unlike what the previous reviewer

wrote, the book is accurate to the bible. (S/he obviously didn't read it.), which in his short

thesis, Carreon proves the bible to be simply a document to entrap the mindless masses, and

to cause them to follow it's violent ways like Zombies. "...A Killer Religion," is a strong

indictment of how specious theists, practicing rituals and beliefs that are grounded through

indoctrination, ultimately ignores its own edicts, (IE the ten commandments) and acts directly

against their own principals to use violence, threat, fear-mongering and hope-peddling, not just

to codify their world, but to seduce the uneducated and ignorant (like the previous reviewer)

into believing their clap-trap upon the sole basis of "faith," with little or no regard for verifiable

truth.”

The book by Charles Carreon has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 2 people have provided feedback.
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